
 

Factory source Flexible Vacuum Sealed Plastic Frozen Food
Packaging Freezer Bag

To satisfy the customers' over-expected pleasure , we've our strong group to supply our greatest
over-all provider which incorporates promoting, revenue, coming up with, output, quality managing,
packing, warehousing and logistics for Factory source Flexible Vacuum Sealed Plastic Frozen Food
Packaging Freezer Bag, If possible, make sure you send your necessities with a detailed list including
the style/item and quantity you require. We'll then mail our greatest selling prices to you.
To satisfy the customers' over-expected pleasure , we've our strong group to supply our greatest
over-all provider which incorporates promoting, revenue, coming up with, output, quality managing,
packing, warehousing and logistics for Food Packaging Bag, Frozen Food Packaging Bag, Vacuum Food
Bag, As a way to make use of the resource on the expanding information and facts in international
trade, we welcome prospects from everywhere on the web and offline. In spite in the top quality
products and solutions we supply, effective and satisfying consultation service is supplied by our
professional after-sale service group. Solution lists and thorough parameters and any other info weil
be sent for you timely for the inquiries. So make sure you get in touch with us by sending us emails or
contact us if you have any concerns about our firm. ou can also get our address info from our web
site and come to our enterprise. or a field survey of our solutions. We're confident that we have been
going to share mutual results and build solid co-operation relations with our companions in this
market. We're looking forward to your inquiries.
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https://www.oempackagingbag.com/tag/food-packaging-bag
https://www.oempackagingbag.com/tag/frozen-food-packaging-bag
https://www.oempackagingbag.com/tag/vacuum-food-bag
https://www.oempackagingbag.com/tag/vacuum-food-bag


 

1.Brown Paper Square bottom packaging bags with AL foil and PLA valve for coffee packing.

2.They are not only packaging bags for your coffee powder or coffee bean. They are also the carrier of
your company's brand, mobile advertising, value communication. The most importance is that it is
environmentally friendly.

3.Because we know its value, we make every packaging bag with our hearts.
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1.The packaging bags made of PLA+PBAT+AL+Kraft paper, which is compostable materials.

2.When the packaging bags are out of use, they can be degraded into soil in a year and absorbed by
plants. It’s really come from nature and return to nature.

3.No more pollution to the environment. The world will become better and better.
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The detail data of the biodegradable packaging bags

Item: Brown Paper Square bottom packaging bags with AL foil and PLA valve for
coffee packing.

Size&Thickness: Custom based on your requirement
Ink type: Eco-friendly Food Grade Soy Ink
Material: PLA+AL+ Kraft paper
Feature : 1).Safety Food Grade material & Perfect Printing

2).Great to prevent leakage, excellent Moisture-Proof
3).Strong sealing Bottom & Good Display Effect

Certificates: FSSC22000,SGS etc.. FDA certificate can also be made if necessary
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Style Options: Flat Bottom ,  Stand up , side gusset , Zipper Top, With or without Window,
Euro Hole , etc.

Sealing & Handle Heat Seal
Surface Handling Embossing

Printing: Copperplate printing,Offset printing
Color: Up to 10 colors or No printing

Artwork format: AI,PDF,CDR,PSD,etc,
MOQ: 10,000pcs
Price:

Product
link：
https://www.oempackagingbag.com/factory-source-flexible-vacuum-sealed-plastic-frozen-food-p
ackaging-freezer-bag.html
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